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ABSTRACT

We study here a cooperative elliptic system defined on IR";
we obtain necessary or sufficient conditions for having the
Maximum Principie and the existence of a positive solution
for linear systems involving Schrodinger operators. Then we
deduce existence of positive soIutions for semilinear sys
tems.

RESUMEN

En este trabajo se estudia un sistema cooperativo defini"
do sobre todo IR" dado por operatores de tipo Schr6dinger.
Se dan condiciones necesarias o suficientes para la validez
del principio del máximo. Finalmente, se analiza la existen
cia de una solución positiva de tal sistema.

l. INTRODUCTION

Given an integer N> 1, we consider the following system
(in its variational form), for any 1 ::;; i::;; N:

(1)

Such systems where (2) is satisfied are called cooperati
ve. They appear in sorne physical and biologicaI problems.
They have been studiend on n, bounded open set of IR" and
when q¡ =q¡ == O in [1] to [14]. .. Only few papers deal with
systerns defined on unbounded dornains [15] to [17]. Rere,
System (1), which involves Shr6dinger operators and which
is defined on IR", appears for example in laser theory. It has
been studied, when N =2 andf2 == O, in 05] or [16]; we ex
tend here sorne of these results when h =1= O.

We say that Systern (1) satisfies a Maximum PrincipIe if
any nonnegative data: /; ;:::: O, VI ::;; i ::;; N, irnplies that any
solution u := (u p ... , U¡, ... UN) is nonnegative: u¡;:::: O. The pro
ofs here are often analoguous to that of [5], [61; we do not
use the decoupling method as in [3, 4, 15] or [16].

Our paper is organized as follow: In Section 2 we recall
sorne results on Schr6dinger equations, N = 1; then we study
linear systerns of N equations in Section 3, and semilinear
systerns in Section 4. For aH these cases we study necessary
or sufficient conditions for having the Maximurn Principie
and for existence of solutions. Note that, generally our ne
cessary conditions are different from the sufficient ones, and
only for the case q¡ =q2 =... =qN' we have been able to ob
tain necessary and sufficient conditions (e.g. as in [5, 6, 7]).

2. RECALLS ON THE SCALAR CASE

We first recall sorne results on the scalar, case.

Let hE L2 (IR"); a is a given number and q is a continuous
function such that:

Rere aij are given numbers such that

aij > O for i *- j;

{
q¡ is a positive continuous function, larger than 1;

q¡ tending to + 00 at infinity;

(2)

(3)

3c > O, O< c < q(x), q(x) ~ +00 as Ixl ~ oo. (4)

Rypothesis on /;' which are given functions, will be spe
cified later.

We study here the equation, in its variational form:

Lqu := (-~ + q)u = au + h in IR" (E)
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The associated variational space is V (IR"): the comple
tion of '1J(IR") with respect to the norm q

Since, e.g. by [18], the embedding of V (IR") into L2 (IR")
• q 2
IS compact, Lq considered as an operator in L (IR") is posi-
tive, selfadjoint, with compact inverse. Hence its spectrum
is discrete; it consists in an infinite sequence of positive ei
genvalues, tending to +00; moreover, the smaIlest one, de
noted by "A(q) is simple and is associated with an eigen
function qJ which does not change sign in IR":

{
Lq qJ ="A(q)qJ IR";
qJ(x) ~ O as Ixl ~ 00; <p > O in IR".

Such an eigenvalue is usuaIly referred as «principal ei
genvalue». It is characterized by:

"A(q) 1mn lul2 ~ t, (lVul 2 +q lul2) Vu E Vq (IR"). (5)

The equality in (5) holds if and only if u = kqJ, k E IR.

Proposition 1 (MaximumPrinciple) For any a < "A(q),
Lq - a is with compact inverse and therefore, for any h E L2

(IR") , there exists a unique u E ViIR") solution of (E); O .~

h E L 2 (IR"), implies u ~ O if and only if a < A(q). Moreover
u> O if h f: O.

This is the (strong) Maximum PrincipIe, that can be found
in [19].

3. LINEAR SYSTEMS

We consider here system (1) with N equations, N ~ 2. We
assume that Hypothesis (2), and (3) are verified; set: q :=
max(q), I ~ i ~ N and "A(q) the associated principal eigen
value. Note that, since q ~ "A(q) increases with q, "A(q) ~

"A(q), Vi E {I,..., N}. We seek weak solutions in VI (IR")
X...X V

qll
(IR"). Indeed, if the potentials are such that: q

(PI) Mis semipositive; that is there exists X > > Owith
M X> > O.

(P2) Mis inverse-positive; that is, Ar1 exists and M-1 ~ O.

(P3) There exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that
M D + D M is positive definite.

(P4) All the principal minors of M .are positive.

For mbre details about M-matrices and the proof of the
proposition see [20].

The system (1) could be written:

LU=AU+ F
with A = (a¡)WJ$N and

-A+q¡ O O

U{JF=(;}= O O

O O

O O

O O -A+qN

For aH 1 ~ i ~ N, denote by <Pi the principal positive ei
genfunction of Lq¡= -A + q¡ wich is associated with the prin
cipal eigenvalue "A(q) and A the matrix:

A-(q¡) O O

O O O

A= O O

O O

O O A-(qN)

Note that since the system is cooperative, the matrix A 
A is with negative entries outside the diagonal.

Theorem 1. We suppose that (2), (3), and (3') are satis
fied; assume that for all 1 ~ i ~ N, ¡; are in L2 (IR"); if the
Maximum Principie holds for (I), then neccesarly

(6)

Definition 1 Any matrix M of the form

M =sI - B, s > O, B ~ O

the variational spaces Yql (IR") =Vq/IK') =ViIK') are the same.

First let us recaIl sorne notions about nonsingular M-ma
trices.

Iql - q;l ~ A.q¡ with O< A < 1, (3')
{

(a) VI ~ i ~ N a¡¡ < "A(q)
(b) A(q)I- A is a nonsingular M-matrix

Remark: For N= 2, (6.b) is ("A(q) - all ) ("A(q) - a22) >
aI2a2¡·

Proof of Theorem 1: Assume that VI ~ i ~ N, ¡; ~ O, ¡;
1= O, and that any solution (U1" .. , UN) is such that u¡.~ O, VI
~ i ~N.

for wich s > p(B), the spectral radius of B, is called a non
singular M-matrices.

Proposition 2 If M is with negative entries outside the
diagonal, each of the following conditions is equivalent to
the statement: «M is a nonsingular M-matrix»:

Multiplying (I.i) by the principal eigenfunction <Pi asso
ciated with the principal eigenvalue "A(q), integrating over
IR", we obtain:

{(A-(q¡) - a¡¡) fu¡qJ¡ - La¡j fujqJ¡ ~ O(> O iff¡ ;t= O)
f#
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Since by hypothesis, the Maximum PrincipIe holds, JII, '1','
J,..'I" are nonnegative; moreover a¡j> O, Vi "# j; therefore it
f6I1ows that a¡¡ < 'A.(q).

Then we rewrite (l.i) as foHows:
(1')
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or equivalently
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j=N

{(t' .i) Lqu¡ = ~:aij Uj + (q-q¡)u¡ + f¡
j=1

Denote by <p the principal eigenfunction, associated with
the principal eigenvalue 'A.(q). MuItiplying (1'.i) by cp and in
tegrating over IR", we get:

{A,(q) fU¡ rp- I:aij fuj rp = f[(q-q¡)u¡ + J;]rp ~ O (> Oif J¡ ;J:. O)
j=1

Since by hypothesis, the Maximum PrincipIe holds, we
get ('A.(q)J - A)X =G > > O with X > > O, where Xi' the i-th
component of X, is: X¡ =JU¡qJ. By (Pl), ('A.(q)J - A) is a non
singular M-matrix.

Theorem 2. Assume that for al! 1 S; i S; N, /; are in L2 (IR")
and that (2) and (3) are satisfied. Jf (A - A) is a nonsingu
lar M-matrix then the Maximum Principie holds for (J).

Proof of Theorem 2: Assume that for al! 1 S; i S; N, /; ~
O. For any solution (ul''''' UN) of (1), we multiply (l.i) by Uf
:= max (O, -u¡) and integrate. We have:

a¡¡ JU¡ u; + :~:aij J(uy - Uj) u; + Jf¡ u;,
I#i

so that:

a¡¡ Jlu;12
- ~>¡j Juy u; + Laij Juj u; - f f¡ u;

i*i j#:-i

It foHows from the variational characterization of 'A.(q) (5),
that

{ [J 2]112 [ 2]112(,1,( q¡) - a¡¡)lu;l. S; ¡a¡j lujl. .
J""

Since (A - A) is a nonsingular M-matrix,by (P2) we have

x =(A -At1 I(A - A)X] S; O

It foHows that u¡ == O, for aH 1 S; i S; N.

We are now concerned with the proof of existence of po
sitive solutions. We use Lax-Milgram theorem for proving:

'rheorem 3. Assume that (2) and (3) are satisfied. Jf (A -
A) is a nonsingular M-matrix, and if/; ~ Ofor al! 1 S; i S; N,
then System (1) has a unique solution which is nonnegative,
Conversely, if, in addition, (3') is satisfiedand ifSystem (1)
has a unique solution which is nonnegative for al! F ~ O,
then (6) holds.

Proof of Theorem 3: Note that, if (A - A) is a nonsin
guIar M-matrix,by (P2) (A - AY is a nonsingular M-matrix
too. So by (P3) there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such
that (A - AY D + D(A ~ A) ispositive definite.

dI O O

O O

D= O O andVl S; i S; N d¡ > O

O O

O O dN

We first rewrite (l.i) and (1.2) as:
(7)

{(7.i) d¡(Lq; + m)u¡ = d¡(a¡¡ + m)u¡ + LA ay uj + dJ¡ in lR"
i'l'¡

where m is large enoughso that a¡¡ + m > O, VI S; i S; N.

We define a map 1 from [(Vq,(/RI))X ...X(VqN(/R"))]X
[(Vq,(IRI))X...X(VqN(IR")) in IR, by

¡=N

I(U, V) = Ld¡ L,,(Vu¡ . Vv¡ + (m +q¡)u¡ Vi)
¡=1

¡=N

- ~ d.(a .. + m) ru· v· ~ ~ d· a·· r u· v·
~'" JIR,," 4-!' 'J JIR" J ,
,=1 J""

It is easy lo check that 1 is a continuous bilinear formo
Moreover we prove that if A - A is a nonsingular M-matrix,
then 1 is coercive. First, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and
by (5), we have:
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I(V, V) =
~N . FN

= I,d¡ f[lVu¡12 + (m + q¡) lu¡12
] - I,d¡(a¡¡ + m} fU¡2

1=1 . . i-l

~ I{{¡(¡- ;.t';- m) J[IVu,j' + (m + q¡)U¡2]
<=1 q, +m

where Ilull~",:= J(IVuI
2
+ (m +q) luI2

).

X ~ () . h _ Ilu¡llq¡+",

Setting - x¡ ¡,gS;N Wlt x¡ - ~Á(q¡ )+m ' we get

l(U, V);;:: X! D(A -A) X

Since X! D(A - A) X = ! X! «A - A»)' D + D(A ~ A» X
2

and (A - A)' D + D(A - A) is positive definite, l is coerci
ve and this implies that (7) has a unique soIution for any /¡,
1 :::; i :::; N in e(IR"). This soIution is positive whenever, /¡ ;;::
O, for aH 1 :::; i :::; N, by the Maximum PrincipIe.

4. SEMINILEAR. SYSTEMS

Now we prove existence of soIutions when /¡ depends on
x, u¡ and uj by using sub and super solutions.

Hypotheses: Assume that for aH 1 :::; i :::; N there exis! Ü¡
E L2 (IK'), Ü¡ > O, 3M > O such tha!

(A - A - MI) is a nonsingular M-matrix (8)
{O:::;/¡ (x.(u l , ... , UN»:::; M u¡ + üJor u, ;;:: O, .... UN;;:: O (9)
/¡ are lipschitz W.r.t. (up .", UN) (lO)

Theorem 4. lf (2), (3) and (8) to (10) are satisfied. then
(1) has at least a positive solutian.

Proof oC Tbeorem 4: We use the method of sub-super so
Iutions.

Construction 01 a super-solutions: consider
(11)

{(Lq¡ + m)u ::: (m + a¡¡)u¡+ !,aij uj + Mu¡ + '!J¡ inIR"
j'i'¡

It follows from the section 2 and from (8) that (ll) ad
mits a positive soIution [fl := (u~,..., u~). By (9), (u~, ..., u~)

is a super solution, Le.:
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(12)

{ Lq, u? := (-~ + q¡)u? ~ a¡¡ Ufo + I,aij uJ + f¡(X, (u~ ..• u~)) in IR"
J#

Obviously by (9), Uo := (O, ..., O) is a subsolution, Le.:

(13)

{ Lq, uiD := (-tl. + q;)uiO :s; a¡¡ U¡O + ~aij UjO + f¡{x. (ulO •.• UNO») in IR"
J"

Definition 01 a compact operator: choose m > O so that
for al! 1 :::; i :::; N. m + a¡¡ > O.

Then we define T: UE[Uo; [fl] ~ W = .[~l]. := TU
E (L2 (lR"»N by:

W N

(14)

{(Lq¡ + m)w¡ = (m + a;;)u¡ + Lail u¡ + J¡ (x,(u¡, .... UN)) in/RO
;':I:j

which can also be wriUen:

It foIlows from (9) and from the scalar case that TU is
weIl defined; we prove now tha! it is continuous and hence
by (10) and the compactness ofthe operators (L + mr l

, Tis
compact

Le! (Uk)kelN' be convergent sequences in (L2 (/R"»N : \11 :::;
i :::; N. U¡k -4 u¡. Set T(Uk) = (Wk) and T(U)= (W).

(Lq¡ + m) (W¡k - wJ = (m + ají) (U¡k - uJ + La¡¡(uu¡ - u¡)
j~;j

+J¡(X,(U¡k'" UNk)) - t¡(x,(u"., UN))'

We multiply each equationby (W¡k - w¡) and integrate over
IR"; we get:

+ ~aij Ilu¡k - u¡L + Ilt¡(x,(ulk," uNd) - t¡(x.(u¡ •. , UN))IIL'].
J"

By (10):

Ilw¡k - w;t, :::; C [~llu¡k - uII L,] -4 Oas k -4 +00.

[Uo; [fl] is an invaríant set for T; T([Uo; [fl]) ~[Uo; [fl].
It foIlows from (9) that 1 :::; i :::; N, /¡(x.(u" ... , UN» ~ O for

u1 ;;::, O, ..., UN ;;:: O. Therefore, for U ~ Uo we have
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X! «A - AY D + D(A - A» X:::;; O.

;=N

:L,d;(A.(q;} - a;;) Jw; ::; Ld; alj JW¡ W¡ ::; Ld¡ alj Jw; Jw;
w ~ ~

Setting X =(X¡)19GY with x¡ = flRn w:, we get X! D(A - A) X
:::;; o. or equivalently

(16)
By (15), we have:

Then applying the Maximum PrincipIe for the scalar case
we obtain that TU ~ Uo=(O..... O).

We show now that O :::;; U :::;; VO implies that TU :::;; VO. We
substract (14) from (11):

(Lq¡ +m) (u? -w¡) = (m+a¡¡) (u? -u¡) + ~>¡j(uJ -uj)
i"¡

Since (A - AY D + D(A - A) is positive definite. it fo
1I0ws X =O(w¡ =O\tI :::;; i :::;; N).

Of course (m + a¡¡) (u? - u¡) + Lj;o<i a¡j (uJ - u) .~ O. By (9).
O:::;;/; (x,(u l' .... UN» :::;; M u¡ + '6¡; therefore (Lq¡+ m) (u? - w¡)
~ O. By the scalar case. u? - w¡ ~ O. Hence [Vo; VO] is in
variant by T.

Since [Uo; VO] is convex, bounded and closed in (L2 (IR")t.
we can apply Schauder Fixed Point Theorem which gives
the existence of at least one solution in [Uo; VO].

To prove uniqueness. we assume there exists a concave
function

such that:
(15)

Theorem 5. /f(2), (3), (8) to (lO) and (15) are satisfied,
then (1) has a unique positive solution.

Proof of Theorem 5: By (PI), if (A - A - M /) in a non
singular M-matrix, (A - A) is a nonsingular M-matrix too.
So. as in the proof of the theorem 3, we consider the posi
tive diagonal matrix D such that (A - AY D + D(A - A) is
positive definite. Assume that U =(u¡, ... , UN) and V =(VI .....

VN) are solutions of (1); set W:= U - V. Then:
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